An apparatus and a computer-implemented method for generating pulses synchronized to a rising edge of a tachometer signal from rotating machinery are disclosed. For example, in one embodiment, a pulse state machine may be configured to generate a plurality of pulses, and a period state machine may be configured to determine a period for each of the plurality of pulses.
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PULSE GENERATOR

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

The invention described herein was made by an employee of the United States Government and may be manufactured and used by or for the Government for Government purposes without the payment of any royalties thereon or therefor.

FIELD

The present invention relates to a pulse generator and, more particularly, to a pulse generator for rotating machinery.

BACKGROUND

There are several experimental setups involving rotating machinery that require some form of synchronization. Furthermore, many of these setups require continuous tracking of the revolution period to yield an accurate pulse(s)-per-revolution signal generator. As an example, optical experiments that use luminescent coatings on rotating equipment require a phase delay generator (PDG) to control data acquisition. This PDG generally uses a once-per-revolution input signal and computes the time delay necessary to advance the rotor to a user selectable fraction of a revolution in degrees. A continuously updated calculation of delay time is performed using the period from the current revolution while the actual delayed output is executed on the following revolution. Ultimately, control of the rotational timing allows the acquisition of rotor data in the same relative location regardless of speed. This is critical to the acquisition of radiometric luminescent coating data which relies on normalizing the data at the same rotational location.

Acquiring data using the same image view while maintaining the same number of integrated illumination pulses produces an image pair of the luminescent coating with intensity differences corresponding to changes in pressure or temperature. Therefore, an integrated pulse count, which allows an exact number of integrated flash illuminated rotations, is also an essential feature for a PDG. Sometimes, the output pulse width factors into the integration time, and the output pulse width must be controlled to meet test requirements.

Furthermore, possessing two channels with separate once-per-revolution input signals may allow the rotational control of two independent rotors. A PDG with this kind of independent control would enable rotor interactions to be captured with standard commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) imaging devices.

Other experimental setups such as a particle image velocimetry (PIV) system use a pulsed laser that must be synchronized to the rotating blades of a turbine. When acquiring PIV data from rotating machinery, a typical setup also uses a once-per-revolution signal from the rig as a trigger. Afterwards, a delay generator is used to phase step the actual laser pulse to the blade passage of interest in the machine. The phase delay can be a significant fraction of the rig single rotation time, but the assumption in this configuration is that the rig is running at constant speed and the phase delay will always locate the blade of interest at the exact position in the field of view in the PIV system. However, if the rotation speed changes, the fixed phase delay is no longer accurate.

In order that the advantages of certain embodiments of the invention will be readily understood, a more particular description of the invention briefly described above will be rendered by reference to specific embodiments that are illustrated in the appended drawings. While it should be understood that these drawings depict only typical embodiments of the invention and are not therefore to be considered to be limiting of its scope, the invention will be described and explained with additional specificity and detail through the use of the accompanying drawings, in which:
FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a pulse generator system, according to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a pulse generating state machine, according to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating a process for generating a pulse, according to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a computing system, according to an embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

The pulse generator of some embodiments is a flexible instrument that allows a user to generate pulses synchronized to a rising edge of a tachometer signal from any piece of rotating machinery. These synchronized pulses can vary by the delay angle, pulse width, number of pulses per period, number of skipped pulses, and total number of pulses. Due to the design of the pulse generator in certain embodiments, any and all of these parameters can be changed independently, yielding an unparalleled level of versatility.

It should be appreciated that there may be two user interfaces to the pulse generator in some embodiments. The first may be a LabView™ program that has the advantage of displaying all of the pulse parameters and input signal data within a single organized window on a display of a computing system. Furthermore, the LabView™ interface may plot the rotations per minute (RPMs) of the two input signal channels in real time.

The second user interface is a handheld portable device 105 shown in FIG. 1 that can be placed anywhere a computer is not accessible. Handheld portable device 105 may include a liquid-crystal display 110 and keypad 115 to enable the user to control a pulse generator 120 by scrolling through a host of command menus and parameter listings. Pulse generator 120 may connect to rotating machinery (not shown) through one or more sensor inputs (also not shown). It should be appreciated that the one or more sensors (not shown) may connect to the one or more sensor inputs. In certain embodiments, each sensor may be dedicated to a predefined location on the rotating equipment of the engine. For example, each sensor may be located every 60 degrees, every 120 degrees, etc.

Depending on the configuration of the one or more sensors, pulse generator 120 may generate a plurality of pulses such that the period between the pulses can be calculated. In one embodiment, based on data that is inputted via keypad 115, pulse generator 120 may output via display 110 a once-per-revolution signal to identify the location of a particular engine blade. Inputted data may include sensor specification such as degree/pulse, angle delay, pulse width, skip count, multi-count, pulse mode, trigger mode, etc., from an input device (not shown). Using the information received from period state machine 215 and the user input, microcontroller 220 may transmit the appropriate counts (e.g., off-time count and on-time count) to pulse state machine 230. It should be noted that in certain embodiments, microcontroller 220 may transmit a delay counter, duration of the pulse, a mode to skip a number of pulses, a mode to have a pulse for every blade or every other blade, etc.

It should be appreciated that in order to produce multiple pulses with a user specified width from a once-per-rev signal, as in the case for simulating the multiple blade output, a spacer time is inserted after each pulse (on-time) to pad the signal period. In some embodiments, the sum of the on-time plus the spacer-time should fit a user specified integer number of times within the once-per-rev signal period. The off-time may establish the delay off the once-per-blade generated signal. As an illustration, assume there were 100 blades and the PDG was setup to produce 10 pulses (one for every 10th blade) off the once-per-rev signal. The 1st blade, 11th blade, 21st blade, etc., will each have a pulse produced with the desired width. Adjusting the off-time could allow for the 2nd blade, 12th blade, 22nd blade, etc., to produce pulses or the 3rd blade, 13th blade, 23rd blade, etc., to produce pulses. This delay would work all the way to the 9th blade, 19th blade, 29th blade, etc., after which it’s equivalent to starting from the 1st blade, 11th blade, 21st blade, etc., again.

Using the information received from microcontroller 220 and crystal time base 225, pulse state machine 230 may control the time duration to the start of the pulse and the time when to begin generating the pulses, a mode to have a pulse for every blade or every other blade, etc.
duration of the pulse. A signal buffer 235 is used in this embodiment to provide a buffer to boost the generated pulse and to protect the components in the pulse generating state machine.

Once the cycle is complete, pulse state machine 230 transmits a cycle done signal to microcontroller 220. Once the cycle is complete and based on the information received from period state machine 215, microcontroller 220 may calculate and output the RPMs, frequency, and period to user output 245, e.g., a handheld device or another computing device (not shown).

FIG. 3 is a flow diagram 300 illustrating a process for generating a pulse, according to an embodiment of the present invention. The process of FIG. 3 may be executed by the pulse generating state machine of FIG. 1 or 2. In this embodiment, the process begins at 305 with the pulse generating state machine initializing all state machines, e.g., period state machine and pulse state machine. At 310, the period state machine may determine whether the tachometer signal is a rising-edge. If there is no rising edge tachometer signal, the period state machine waits until the tachometer signal is a rising-edge tachometer signal.

If the tachometer signal is a rising-edge tachometer signal at 310, the period state machine reads a period timer value at 315, and calculates a value for a new period at 320. The value for the new period may be the difference between the previous value of the period timer and the current value of the period timer. The timer is free running at the 10 MHz clock frequency. At each rising edge of the input signal, the current value of the timer is latched. To determine the period between rising edges of the clock signal, the difference between any two consecutive timer values is calculated. At 325, using the value of the new period, the period state machine may calculate a new pulse on-time, a new pulse off-time and spacer time values (if in the multi-pulse mode), etc.

It should be appreciated that once the input signal period is known along with other physical factors, such as the number of blades and the number of sensors, within the rotating object, values, such as the time spacing between blades (period/number of blades), can be calculated. Also, the delay time to a specified blade or angle or rotation may be determined by multiplying the desired blade number by the time spacing between blades (delay time=blade N x [period/number of blades]).

Furthermore, upon the rising-edge of the tachometer signal, the pulse state machine determines whether a skip count is reached at 330. It should be appreciated that the user of the pulse generating state machine may set the skip count in order to generate the pulse after the desire number of pulses have been counted. If the skip count is not reached (e.g., if the count is 0), the pulse state machine returns to 310 to determine whether a skip count is reached. If the skip count is reached (e.g., if the count is 1), the information, such as the time spacing between any two consecutive timer values is output 245, e.g., a handheld device or another computing device (not shown). When the overflow value is reached, the pulse state machine switches the pulse to low at 365, i.e., turns off the pulse. At 370, the pulse state machine determines whether multi-pulse count is reached (e.g., count equals to 1), the process returns to 310 to determine whether the tachometer signal is a rising-edge tachometer signal.

However, when the multi-pulse count is not reached (e.g., count is 0), the pulse state machine resets values for pulse spacer and on-time at 375. At 380, the pulse state machine increments a pulse spacer-time value and, at 385, the pulse state machine determines whether the pulse spacer-time value is equal to the overflow value (e.g., has the overflow been reached). If the overflow value has not been reached, the pulse state machine returns to 375 to increment the pulse-spacer time value. When the overflow value is reached, the pulse state machine switches the pulse to high at 350, and the pulse state machine continues through steps 355-370 in a manner similar to that discussed above.

The method steps shown in FIG. 3 may be performed, in part, by a computer program, encoding instructions for a nonlinear adaptive processor to cause at least the methods described in FIG. 3 to be performed by the apparatuses discussed herein. The computer program may be embodied on a non-transitory computer readable medium. The computer readable medium may be, but is not limited to, a hard disk drive, a flash device, a random access memory, a tape, or any other such medium used to store data. The computer program may include encoded instructions for controlling the nonlinear adaptive processor to implement the methods described in FIG. 3, which may also be stored on the computer readable medium.

The computer program can be implemented in hardware, software, or a hybrid implementation. The computer program can be composed of modules that are in operative communication with one another, and which are designed to pass information or instructions to display. The computer program can be configured to operate on a general purpose computer, or an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC).
Processor 410 can be any type of general or specific purpose processor. System 400 may also include memory 420 that can store information and instructions to be executed by processor 410. Memory 420 may be comprised of any combination of random access memory (“RAM”), read only memory (“ROM”), static storage such as a magnetic or optical disk, or any other type of computer readable medium. System 400 may also include a communication device 415, such as a network interface card, that may provide access to a network.

The computer readable medium may be any available media that can be accessed by processor 410. The computer readable medium may include both volatile and nonvolatile medium, removable and non-removable media, and communication media. The communication media may include computer readable instructions, data structures, program modules, or other data and may include any information delivery media.

Processor 410 can also be coupled via bus 405 to a display 440, such as a Liquid Crystal Display (“LCD”). Display 440 may display information to the user, such as RPM, frequency, and the period. A keyboard 445 and a cursor control unit 450, such as a computer mouse, may also be coupled to bus 405 to enable the user to interface with system 400.

According to one embodiment, memory 420 may store software modules that may provide functionality when executed by processor 410. The modules can include an operating system 425 and a pulse generating module 430, as well as other functional modules 435. Operating system 425 may provide operating system functionality for system 400. Because system 400 may be part of a larger system, system 400 may include one or more additional functional modules 435 to include the additional functionality, e.g., period generating module.

One skilled in the art will appreciate that a “system” could be embodied as a personal computer, a server, a console, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a cell phone, a tablet computing device, or any other suitable computing device, or combination of devices. Presenting the above-described functions as being performed by a “system” is not intended to limit the scope of the present invention in any way, but is intended to provide one example of many embodiments of the present invention. Indeed, methods, systems and apparatuses disclosed herein may be implemented in localized and distributed forms consistent with computing technology.

It should be noted that some of the system features described in this specification have been presented as modules, in order to more particularly emphasize their implementation independence. For example, a module may be implemented as a hardware circuit comprising custom very large scale integration (VLSI) circuits or gate arrays, off-the-shelf semiconductors such as logic chips, transistors, or other discrete components. A module may also be implemented in programmable hardware devices such as field programmable gate arrays, programmable array logic, programmable logic devices, graphics processing units, or the like.

A module may also be at least partially implemented in software for execution by various types of processors. An identified unit of executable code may, for instance, comprise one or more physical or logical blocks of computer instructions that may, for instance, be organized as an object, procedure, or function. Nevertheless, the executables of an identified module need not be physically located together, but may comprise disparate instructions stored in different locations which, when joined logically together, comprise the module and achieve the stated purpose for the module.

Further, modules may be stored on a computer-readable medium, which may be, for instance, a hard disk drive, flash device, random access memory (RAM), tape, or any other such medium used to store data.

Indeed, a module of executable code could be a single instruction, or many instructions, and may even be distributed over several different code segments, among different programs, and across several memory devices. Similarly, operational data may be identified and illustrated herein within modules, and may be embodied in any suitable form and organized within any suitable type of data structure. The operational data may be collected as a single data set, or may be distributed over different locations including over different storage devices, and may exist, at least partially, merely as electronic signals on a system or network.

One or more embodiments of the present invention pertain to an adaptive phase delay generator to allow a user to generate pulses synchronized to the rising edge of a tachometer signal from any piece of rotating machinery. The adaptive phase delay generator allows the user to adjust the delay, the pulse width, the number of skipped pulses, and produce a specified number of pulses per revolution. Each parameter can be changed independently providing an unparalleled level of versatility when synchronizing hardware to a host of rotating machinery. The adaptive phase delay generator may allow a user to setup quickly and generate a host of synchronizing configurations using a simple user interface that may lead to faster results.

It will be readily understood that the components of the invention, as generally described and illustrated in the figures herein, may be arranged and designed in a wide variety of different configurations. Thus, the detailed description of the embodiments is not intended to limit the scope of the invention as claimed, but is merely representative of selected embodiments of the invention.

The features, structures, or characteristics of the invention described throughout this specification may be combined in any suitable manner in one or more embodiments. For example, the usage of “certain embodiments,” “some embodiments,” or other similar language, throughout this specification refers to the fact that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with an embodiment may be included in at least one embodiment of the invention. Thus, appearances of the phrases “in certain embodiments,” “in some embodiments,” “in other embodiments,” or other similar language, throughout this specification do not necessarily all refer to the same embodiment or group of embodiments, and the described features, structures, or characteristics may be combined in any suitable manner in one or more embodiments.

One having ordinary skill in the art will readily understand that the invention as discussed above may be practiced with steps in a different order, and/or with hardware elements in configurations that are different than those which are disclosed. Therefore, although the invention has been described based upon these preferred embodiments, it would be apparent to those of skill in the art that certain modifications, variations, and alternative constructions would be apparent, while remaining within the spirit and scope of the invention. In order to determine the metes and bounds of the invention, therefore, reference should be made to the appended claims.

The invention claimed is:

1. An apparatus, comprising:
   a crystal time base for accurately measuring time;
   three or more counters for determining an on-time value, an off-time value, and a space-time value;

2. A system, comprising:
   a computer-readable medium having stored thereon:
   instructions for causing a computer to perform the method of claim 1;

3. A computer-readable medium, comprising:
   instructions for causing a computer to perform the method of claim 1;
a pulse state machine synchronized to the crystal time base and utilizing the on-time value, the off-time value, and the spacer-time value to receive a plurality of electrical input pulses from one or more external sources so as to generate a plurality of electrical output pulses synchronized to said electrical input pulses; and a period state machine configured to determine a period for each of the plurality of electrical input pulses; wherein the pulse state machine is configured to correlate the electrical output pulses to the electrical input pulses, and wherein the pulse state machine varies the electrical output pulses relative to the electrical input pulses based on a delay angle, a pulse width, a number of electrical output pulses per electrical input pulse, a number of skipped electrical input pulses, or a total number of allowed electrical output pulses.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the three or more counters includes a first counter configured to determine when to begin generating the plurality of electrical output pulses.

3. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein the three or more counters includes a second counter configured to determine when to turn off the plurality of electrical output pulses.

4. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising: a microcontroller configured to receive the period from the period state machine for each of the plurality of electrical input pulses, and receive input information from a computing system.

5. The apparatus of claim 4, wherein the input information comprises at least one of a degree of a pulse, an angle delay of the pulse, a width of the pulse, a skip count, a multi-count, a mode of the pulse, and a mode of trigger.

6. The apparatus of claim 4, wherein the microcontroller is further configured to output information to a display of the computing system, and the output information comprises at least one of revolutions per minute of a rotating object, a frequency of the plurality of electrical output pulses, and the period for each of the plurality of pulses.

7. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the plurality of electrical output pulses are generated using a fixed crystal time base.

8. A process, comprising:
measuring time using a crystal time base;
determining an on-time value, an off-time value, and a spacer-time value using three or more counters;
generating, by a pulse state machine synchronized to the crystal time base and utilizing the on-time value, the off-time value, and the spacer-time value to receive a plurality of electrical input pulses from one or more external sources so as to generate a plurality of electrical output pulses synchronized to said electrical input pulses, a plurality of electrical output pulses for a rotating object; and
determining, by a period state machine, a period for each of the plurality of electrical input pulses for the rotating object;
wherein the electrical output pulses are correlated to the electrical input pulses, and wherein the pulse state machine varies the electrical output pulses based on a delay angle, a pulse width, a number of electrical output pulses per electrical input pulse, a number of skipped electrical input pulses, or a total number of allowed electrical output pulses.

9. The process of claim 8, wherein a first counter is utilized to determine when to begin generating the plurality of electrical output pulses.

10. The process of claim 8, wherein a second counter is utilized to determine when to turn off the plurality of electrical output pulses.

11. The process of claim 8, further comprising:
receiving, at a microcontroller, the period for each of the plurality of electrical input pulses from the period state machine; and
receiving input information from a computing system.

12. The process of claim 11, wherein the input information comprises at least one of a degree of a pulse, an angle delay of the pulse, a width of the pulse, a skip count, a multi-count, a mode of the pulse, and a mode of trigger.

13. The process of claim 11, further comprising:
generating, by the microcontroller, output information comprising at least one of revolutions per minute of a rotating object, a frequency of the plurality of electrical input pulses, and the period for each of the plurality of electrical input pulses.

14. The process of claim 8, wherein the plurality of electrical output pulses are generated using a fixed crystal time base.

15. An apparatus, comprising:
a crystal time base for accurately measuring time;
three or more counters for determining an on-time value, an off-time value, and a spacer-time value;
a microcontroller configured to transmit an off-time counter and an on-time counter to a pulse state machine, said pulse state machine synchronized to the crystal time base and utilizing the on-time value, the off-time value, and the spacer-time value to receive a plurality of electrical input pulses from one or more external sources so as to generate a plurality of electrical output pulses synchronized to said electrical input pulses, wherein the off-time counter is configured to determine when to generate a electrical output pulse for a rotating object, and
the on-time counter is configured to determine when to turn off the electrical output pulse for a rotating object; wherein the pulse state machine is configured to correlate the electrical output pulses to the electrical input pulses, and wherein the pulse state machine varies the electrical output pulses relative to the electrical input pulses based on a delay angle, a pulse width, a number of electrical output pulses per electrical input pulse, a number of skipped electrical input pulses, or a total number of allowed electrical output pulses.

16. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the pulse state machine is configured to generate the electrical output pulse using the off-time counter.

17. The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the electrical output pulse is generated using a fixed crystal time base.

18. The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the generated electrical output pulse is synchronized to a rising edge of a tachometer signal received from the rotating object.

19. The apparatus of claim 15, further comprising:
a period state machine configured to determine a period for the generated electrical output pulse.

20. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the microcontroller is configured to determine the revolutions per minute of the rotating object, a frequency of the pulse, and a period of the pulse.